Microsoft Cloud Skills Challenge

Business Value of Azure

Register for the Challenge

Learn Azure skills and enter for the chance to win a pair of new Surface headphones!*

The Business Value of Azure will cover the benefits of building a cloud practice in Azure, and the fundamental concepts of cloud computing and cloud management. All content will be delivered through the MS Learn portal, giving you the ability to complete courses at your own pace. The challenge will run from August 27, 2020 to September 30, 2020.

It pays to learn!

1. Create a Microsoft Learn account.
2. Finish the designated Learning Path and you will be entered to win!
3. Register for the Challenge

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Open only to legal residents of the 50 United States + Washington, DC. To enter, must be 18 years and older and must complete the Microsoft Cloud Skills Challenge by September 30, 2020. Game ends September 30, 2020. For Official Rules, see aka.ms/AzureSMBHub.

*Winner will receive a $275 Microsoft gift card by email which will cover the cost of a pair of Surface 2 headphones.